DNA Scanner: a web application for comparing DNA synthesis feasibility, price and turnaround time across vendors
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Abstract

DNA synthesis has become a major enabler of modern bioengineering, allowing scientists to simply order online in silico-designed DNA molecules. Rapidly decreasing DNA synthesis service prices and the concomitant increase of research and development scales bolstered by computer-aided DNA design tools and laboratory automation has driven up the demand for synthetic DNA. While vendors provide user-friendly online portals for purchasing synthetic DNA, customers still face the time-consuming task of checking each vendor of choice for their ability and pricing to synthesize the desired sequences. As a result, ordering large batches of DNA sequences can be a laborious manual procedure in an otherwise increasingly automatable workflow. Even when they are available, there is a high degree of technical knowledge and effort required to integrate vendors’ application programming interfaces (APIs) into computer-aided DNA design tools or automated lab processes. Here, we introduce DNA Scanner, a software package comprising (i) a web-based user interface enabling users to compare the feasibility, price and turnaround time of synthetic DNA sequences across selected vendors and (ii) a Python API enabling integration of these functionalities into computer-aided DNA design tools and automated lab processes. We have developed DNA Scanner to uniformly streamline interactions between synthetic DNA vendors, members of the Global Biofoundry Alliance and the scientific community at large.
1. Introduction

A single synthetic biology project may require on the order of hundreds of different pieces of DNA (spanning primers, linear DNA, plasmids, etc.) (1). While some vendors provide an application programming interface (API, see Table 1 for an overview) to enable automated bulk ordering, the global marketplace for commercial DNA synthesis is fragmented (e.g., in terms of capabilities, turnaround time, and pricing), which can make provider selection difficult. This fragmentation has been curated by the Edinburgh Genome Foundry (2).

Other industries have developed web marketplaces that match provider capabilities to customer needs. This benefits customers by facilitating the ordering process, and opening additional sales channels that increase revenue. While travel and insurance sectors (e.g.) have developed web marketplaces and price comparison tools, there is nothing comparable yet for synthetic DNA.

As a first step toward such a marketplace, the Global Biofoundry Alliance’s (3) (GBA’s) Software Working Group initiated the development of DNA Scanner, which beyond the GBA could be useful to the synthetic biology community. The software was envisioned to enable users to compare DNA synthesis feasibility, turnaround time, and pricing across vendors and additionally to provide software engineers a standardized API for interacting with these DNA synthesis vendors. DNA Scanner is divided into a web-based user interface (UI) and a Python back end. The web UI enables users to use DNA Scanner functionalities in an intuitive way. The user can input nucleotide and amino acid sequences in various file formats, including FASTA, GenBank and Synthetic Biology Open Language (SBOL) (4). DNA Scanner integrates Build-Optimization Software Tools (BOOST) (5) functionalities, including the optimization of protein-coding sequences for expression and synthesis. For each sequence, DNA Scanner displays a comparison across vendors including violated constraints that make a synthesis unfeasible, pricing and delivery time.

The Python back end of DNA Scanner receives input data from the web UI and queries the APIs of DNA synthesis vendors and, depending on the vendor, reports back on the feasibility of synthesis, pricing and turnaround time. The back-end architecture is designed to be expandable for future APIs of additional vendors and provides an API of its own, allowing integration into customs workflows and DNA design tools.

2. Architecture and workflow of DNA Scanner

A schematic depicting the components and the workflow of DNA Scanner is shown in Figure 1, which is elaborated in the following subsections.

2.1 Python back end

The Python back end is divided into two sections, the Pinger and the Controller. The Pinger standardizes the communication with the vendors. It is designed as a stand-alone library and can be used outside of the current use case, for example in automating design pipelines of biofoundries. The Controller connects the Pinger and front end by handling user inputs and managing the processes of DNA Scanner.

Every DNA synthesis vendor’s API is structured differently. The Pinger-library addresses this in the use case of DNA Scanner. It has a unified interface that accurately describes the structure and values of inputs and performs error-handling. Behind this interface, each vendor API is used to implement a template with well-defined functions. For example, ordering five DNA sequences may be consolidated into a single request for vendor X, but may require five separate requests for vendor Y. Each vendor-specific implementation of the template (Vendor-Pinger) can immediately be used to extend the Pinger to new vendors. Thus, the Pinger-library consists of as many Vendor-Pingers as vendor APIs that have been implemented.

The task of the Controller is to connect the Pinger-library, the web UI and external services such as the BOOST API. The Controller is the continuously running component of the back-end application. When it starts, the Controller reads the configuration file, which contains technical options and credentials for each vendor-Pinger. It loads the endpoints used by the front end to upload sequence files, starts searching for offers, ordering and filtering these by price, delivery time and vendor. The filter also ensures that non-selected vendors will not be contacted to prevent unnecessary network overhead on both sides. It also connects the BOOST API for codon optimization and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vendor (alphabetical order)</th>
<th>API available*</th>
<th>Construct validation</th>
<th>Ordering through API</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATUM</td>
<td>Yes, currently only disclosed to industry partners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaseClear</td>
<td>No API</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes. Redirects to the cart on the vendor’s website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomatik</td>
<td>No API</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes, only returns the order number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Heron Biotech</td>
<td>No API</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eurofins Genomics</td>
<td>No reply</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GeneArt</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GeneUniversal</td>
<td>Development if requested</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GenScript</td>
<td>No interest to provide access to API and turnover time</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT)</td>
<td>Yes, but currently only without prices</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProtoGenix</td>
<td>No reply</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SynBio Technologies</td>
<td>No reply</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twist Bioscience</td>
<td>Yes, but currently only overall data for all sequences requested</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes, including quote to be used as PO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Personal communication, at least three communication attempts were made for each vendor.
back-translation as well as different libraries for parsing sequence files in different formats.

The workflow of the back end can be briefly described as:

1. The front end makes a call to the back end with specific information (sequence file or information e.g. selected offers).
2. In the case of submitting a nucleotide sequence file, the file is parsed directly.
3. If the user denotes the uploaded file to contain only amino acid sequences, these are back-translated and optimized using the BOOST API. The communication with the BOOST API is integrated via the Parser of the Controller.
4. The Pinger-library distributes the information to the specific Vendor-Pingers.
5. The Vendor-Pingers make the calls to various providers.
6. The Pinger-library combines the different results and returns it.
7. The information returned from the Pinger-library will be transformed again by the Controller and saved in the current session. The Controller can also sort or filter the returned quotes (e.g. for a specific vendor) in a user-defined manner. The user sets these filters and sorting criteria via the front end.
8. The information is returned to the front end.

2.2 Deployment

The DNA scanner git repository contains a shell-script which creates and deploys the containers for the back end and front end. It is a default setup which should run on most systems. It can be modified by experienced users to suit individual needs. For example, the web server parameters can be switched to different ports. For the front end, a container with a supported version of node.js is built, which upon completion is copied to another container running an NGINX-http-server to make the web application accessible in a secure way.

2.3 Adding vendors

In most cases, the DNA synthesis vendor APIs are not open. The process for integrating APIs was streamlined based on our experience. First, the vendor API developer has to be identified and contacted. This vendor representative provides the credentials to access their API. With this information, the Pinger-library is then extended by implementing a Vendor-Pinger. The Pinger contains a template for the structure for a new Vendor-Pinger. A correctly defined Vendor-Pinger registers the new vendor in the Pinger-library by passing an instance of it to the register-method.
The Configurator must also be modified to read vendor-specific settings as well as the information that the new Vendor-Pinger is to be used for this vendor from the back-end’s configuration file so it can add the Vendor-Pinger to the main Pinger-library on initialization.

To handle the new vendor in the front end, the configuration has to be extended with the user’s credentials and other information needed to initialize the Vendor-Pinger. Then the new Vendor-Pinger has to be added to the Configurator of the Controller. The front end appends the new vendor dynamically via the Controller.

3. DNA Scanner
3.1 Functionality of the DNA Scanner back end
Nucleotide and amino acid sequences can be submitted in FASTA, GenBank and SBOL2 (4) formats which are directly converted to sequence strings and sent to the vendors APIs. In the case of submission of amino acid sequences, these are first codon optimized by BOOST as described in Section 3.4, before the resulting nucleotide sequences are forwarded to the configured vendor APIs. The back end has its own API that can either be used to implement the back end into custom workflows or be used in conjunction with the provided front end described below.

3.2 Functionality of the DNA Scanner front end
The front end of DNA Scanner is a web UI that provides an overview of the offers from the selected vendors with the defined filter set. It is able to display offers for a given sequence across vendors by giving each vendor a different color. At the top, a cumulative summary of total price and total turnaround time for the synthesis of all sequences is displayed for each vendor. If the user selects offers from different vendors, the total price and time are displayed for each vendor individually. The user may apply filters for vendors, price and time. Default settings allow for preselection of offers optimized by either price or time. If a sequence is not synthesizable or a vendor has other concerns, the user is informed by info-boxes with descriptions provided by the vendor. After the user clicks 'FINISH ORDER', new browser tabs for each vendor are opened summarizing the order list. Figure 2 shows an example result page for eight uploaded sequences and three vendors. Additional screenshots of the frontend’s landing page and filter view are provided in Supplementary Figures S1–S4.

3.3 Currently integrated vendors and constraints
The vendors Twist Bioscience (Twist), Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT) and GeneArt have provided us access and support to integrate their APIs into DNA Scanner. These three APIs differ in their functionality.

3.3.1 Twist
The API from Twist provides a cumulative price for the complete request but does not return individual prices for each sequence. The length of non-cloned sequences must be between 300 and 1800 bp and the sequence names must be shorter than 32 characters. Longer sequence names are truncated. At the moment, DNA Scanner has only implemented the ordering of non-cloned genes using the Twist API.

Figure 2. Screenshot of the main DNA Scanner screen showing vendor information. The total price and turnover times all (or selected) sequences from each vendor are displayed. Users can select preferred vendors and services. Exclamation marks indicate additional information tool tips: e.g. If a sequence is not synthesizable, a vendor-supplied message will display when the cursor hovers over the informational tool-tip icon (i.e. Twist notifies that sequence 36 is not synthesizable due to repeats). Additional screenshots detailing further functions can be found in Supplementary Figures S1–S4.
3.3.2 Integrated DNA Technologies
The API from IDT provides feedback about the feasibility of synthesizing a DNA sequence but provides neither prices nor turnover times. To submit orders to IDT, the user has to first sign a biohazard disclosure as well as provide shipping and billing details. This information must be implemented in the provided Vendor-Pinger for IDT.

3.3.3 GeneArt
The API from GeneArt accepts only a specific character set for the sequence names. If the sequence names do not fit these specifications, the DNA Scanner back end automatically edits them accordingly. The sequences must have lengths between 150 and 3000 bp.

3.4 Construct optimization through BOOST
DNA Scanner accepts files containing either only nucleotide sequences or only amino acid sequences. In the latter case, each sequence first must be back-translated into a nucleotide sequence. For this, DNA Scanner leverages the Juggler service by using the APIs provided by BOOST.

Specifically, when the uploaded file contains amino acid sequences, the user is prompted to choose a codon selection strategy (i.e. random, mostly-used and balanced) and the codon usage table from a predefined list of host organisms. The BOOST API processes the request and responds with the reverse-translated DNA sequences, which are then sent to the vendor APIs for complexity screening, for requesting a quote and for calculating the turnaround times.

4. Conclusion
DNA Scanner provides back and front ends to facilitate and expedite ordering synthetic DNA. The back end’s API handles FASTA, GenBank and SBOL2 file formats, and accepts nucleotide and amino acid sequences as input. Amino acid sequences are codon optimized using the BOOST API. A web UI front end facilitates use. DNA Scanner must be deployed independently for each institution, and not as a centralized service for the community due to institutional/user authentication requirements. DNA Scanner currently supports three vendors, each of which provides different capabilities via their specific APIs. As summarized in Table 1, we contacted 12 vendors, of which five have an API, but so far only three vendors provided the details and support for their integration into DNA Scanner. Due to these constraints, the developed web UI is yet of limited use for ordering DNA but can serve as a convenient tool to check feasibility. While queries can be entered manually via the web UI, they can also be sent programmatically via HTTP requests to the back end’s API. This enables DNA Scanner to be integrated with other software tools such as DNA weaver (6). The software was designed with extensibility in mind, allowing for the integration of additional vendors using the provided templates for vendor-Pingers. Ultimate for DNA Scanner to become a service widely applied by the scientific community more vendors would need to adopt the idea of APIs to advance DNA-building to a more streamlined, automatable process. All of the software code is available from the Global Biofoundries Alliance Software Working group git repository under an open-source MIT license (see Section 5).

Future work to further develop DNA Scanner could include support for additional vendor APIs, a rating system to track actual turnover times for delivered constructs, and a learning/analytical functionality, such as recently published by Halper et al. (7), that predicts if a sequence is likely to be synthesizable. Upon more vendors offering programmatically accessible optimization tools an additional class for different optimization strategies besides BOOST could be implemented.

5. Availability
The source code and development process are documented in the Global Biofoundries Alliance Software Working Group git repository at https://github.com/Global-Biofoundries-Alliance/DNA-scanner.

Supplementary data
Supplementary Data are available at SYNBIO online.
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